Sciatic Schwannoma
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Abstract: Schwannomas are derived from Schwann cells of neuroectoderm. Their function is to form the myelin sheath of nerves in the peripheral nervous system, which insulates the nerve and facilitates the transmission of an impulse. Schwannoma is a benign encapsulated slow growing tumour⁹,¹⁰. Schwannomas are the most common peripheral nerve sheath tumors (1%). Schwannomas most commonly occur in adults between 20 and 50 years of age. We report a case of sciatic schwannoma in this article.

1. Case Report

A 38-year-old man was admitted to our General surgery Department with a slow-growing, painful swelling in his left posterior thigh. The swelling had been present for more than 1 year. Tinel sign was positive on the posterior aspect of the left thigh. On physical examination, a painful isolated soft-tissue mass was detected in the posterior aspect of the left thigh. No motor deficit was detected on neurological examination. MRI showed a well-defined soft-tissue mass associated with the sciatic nerve at the posterior aspect of the mid-to-distal thigh. The mass showed intermediate T1 signal intensity and heterogeneously high T2 signal intensity, with multiple internal low-signal foci (figure 1). The patient underwent a linear midline skin incision on the posterior surface of the thigh. The schwannoma was seen in relation to the sciatic nerve. The tumor had originated from the main sciatic nerve trunk. The tumor was enucleated from its capsule without any damage to the sciatic nerve (Figure 2).

Figure 1: MRI image

Figure 2: Intra operative images showing well encapsulated schwannoma
Complete excision of the tumor was performed. Macroscopically, the tumor was characterized by an encapsulated nodule 6 cm in length with a firm greyish cut surface. There was no neurological deficit in the postoperative period. Microscopically, the tumor was composed of spindle cells showing short fascicular arrangement in a collagenous stroma. The neoplastic cells had wavy vesicular nuclei and eosinophilic cytoplasm (Figure 3). No mitotic activity or necrosis was found. Perivascular hyalinization and intratumoral scattered mast cells were seen.

Figure 3: Histopathology slide showing wavy vesicular nuclei with eosinophilic cytoplasm

2. Discussion

Peripheral nerve tumors are rare conditions. Frequent locations for schwannomas are the head, neck and main nerve trunk (1, 6). Schwannomas in the sciatic nerve are rare and usually present as a mass or pain in the thigh. Sciatic schwannoma frequency is less than 1% (3, 4, 5). Schwannomas occur in any age group; there is no sex predilection. The posterior tibial nerve at the tarsal sinus is the most frequently involved nerve of the lower limb. The most common clinical presentation of sciatic nerve schwannoma consists of a painful palpable mass (2, 8, 10, 12). Schwannomas most commonly occur in adults between 20 and 50 years of age. Schwannomas are usually homogeneous on both T1- and T2-weighted images but a neurofibroma is usually heterogeneous. Sciatic schwannoma has a good prognosis and a low incidence of recurrence and malignant transformation. The risk of malignant transformation is approximately 18% in neurofibromatosis type 1 and 5% in schwannomas. Patients with von Recklinghausen disease carry a worse prognosis (2, 8, 10, 12).

Macroscopic appearance

Schwannomas are benign encapsulated neoplasms of Schwann cells (WHO grade I). They arise eccentrically from their parent nerve, with the nerve fibers splayed along their surface (as distinct to neurofibromas which arise within the nerve).

Microscopic appearance

Conventional schwannomas are composed of spindle cells which demonstrate two growth patterns: Antoni type A and Antoni type B (6, 7).

Antoni type A pattern:

Elongated cells are densely packed and arranged in fascicles. Palisades are sometimes seen; when prominent these form Verocay bodies.

Antoni type B pattern cells:

Less compact and are prone to cystic degeneration.

Variants:

Schwannoma variants include (6, 8):

a) Ancient schwannoma,

b) Cellular schwannoma: predominantly composed of Antoni A tissue, no Verocay bodies, most commonly found in a paravertebral location, or trigeminal nerves (CN V)

c) Melanotic schwannoma: contain dense melanin pigment.

d) Plexiform schwannoma:

- usually arise from skin or subcutaneous tissues
- usually diagnosed at birth or childhood
- usually sporadic, but rarely associated with NF2
- should not be confused with neurofibromas
- associated with NF1
- may undergo malignant change

3. Conclusion

Schwannoma is rare cause of sciatica. Although rare, schwannoma and neurofibroma of the sciatic nerve should be suspected if persistent sciatalgia is reported with no signs of radicular compression at imaging.
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